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Abstract. This paper presents the research and comparison of four methods of 
hand characteristic points detection. Each method was implemented and 
modified in order to test their capabilities on database for hand gesture 
recognition. All methods are explained, tested and compared to others with 
other leading to final remarks. The main purpose of the research is to choose the 
best algorithm giving the most information about human hand that would lead 
to create a human – computer interaction program. 
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1 Introduction 

From the time when first machine was created, there was a need of controlling it. 
From the levers, through buttons to the present touchscreens, the way of controlling 
our devices is tending to be more and more intuitive. On the other hand the most 
intuitive way of communication between people were body language and gestures. 
Thus in order to create the future, there is a need of gesture detection algorithms. This 
lead to the question: is it possible to detect the human hand characteristic points 
accurate enough to classify the shown gestures? What methods of computer vision 
approach are the best for this problem? 

This paper contains the first author’s method of hand characteristic points detection 
[1]. Moreover, the authors of the paper compare the above mentioned method with 3 
other algorithms [2 - 4]. All of presented methods were modified in order to fit them 
into the common testing environment that was performed on created by author 
gestures base [1, 5 - 7]. 

2 Relationship to Collective Awareness Systems 

The presented solutions on hand feature points detection can be the core of human 
computer interaction program that can have many applications, such as sign language 
gestures classification or intelligent home control, and it means that the main 
contributions of our work coincide with the main theme of the conference “Collective 
Awareness Systems”. 
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Presented research analyzes the hand detection algorithms which are the core of 
human computer interaction. Having the good algorithm of hand detection can lead to 
accurate computer control program, which can lead to various applications, from 
simple advertisement or information systems to control of a robotic arm manipulator 
in a sterile environment. All of those applications are the part of extended user 
communities, linking humans and smart objects. 

3 Data Base Tests 

The presented solutions on hand feature detection were tested on database [7] for 
hand gesture recognition (HGR). The data are organized into three series acquired in 
different conditions containing over 1500 images with hands of over 30 individuals 
presenting about 30 gestures from Polish Sign Language, American Sign Language 
and some special gestures, such as pointing or grabbing. 

Each single gesture that is referred as a one image from database is in fact a set of 
few things: 

• original RGB images (jpg files); 
• ground truth binary skin presence masks (bmp files); 
• hand feature points location (xml files). 

The original RGB image is a photo taken during the base creation. Basing on this 
image, an expert created a ground truth binary image, where value 0 is referred to 
background, and 1 is referred to skin region. Finally, expert marked up to 25 
characteristic points, such as: 

• wrist points; 
• 5 finger tips; 
• 14 knuckle points; 
• 4 points representing space between fingers. 

 

a)                               b)         c)  

Fig. 1. a) Original hand image, b) Binary mask, c) Hand feature points visualization 
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<IMAGE WIDTH="400" HEIGHT="604" COLOR="TRUE"> 

 <hand> 

  <FeaturePoint x="312" y="333" category="Wrist" type="WristThumb"/> 

  <FeaturePoint x="258" y="345" category="Wrist" type="WristPinky"/> 

  <FeaturePoint x="309" y="260" category="Thumb" type="Knuckle1"/> 

  <FeaturePoint x="328" y="228" category="Thumb" type="Knuckle2"/> 

  <FeaturePoint x="347" y="206" category="Thumb" type="Fingertip"/> 

  …… 

File 1. Part of XML File with ground troth feature points localization 

All tests of the presented methods were performed on the newest HGR1 database, 
containing 899 images of 24 gestures from Polish Sign Language. 

It is also important to point out that all of the presented methods assume a binary 
mask as the initial image. In order to obtain a mask, one should perform a 
segmentation algorithm such as skin detection [6, 8- 15]. All of presented results are 
based on analyze of ground truth mask, because analyzing output of skin detection 
algorithm would carry the error of those algorithms. 

4 Hand Feature Points 

Human hand has 27 bones, where 14 of them are phalanges of fingers. In a simple 
approximation, hand position or gesture can be described by the orientation of hand, 
position of wrist and mutual relations between knuckles and fingertips. Human 
anatomy does not allow bone bending, the actual bending is performed in a joints. 
This fact can lead to some simplifications in hand modeling. The palm region is the 
biggest, inflexible object in hand, bounded by wrist, finger first knuckles and concave 
points between fingers. Fingers consist of 3 phalanges (2 in case of thumb), which can 
be descried as a constant length line segment bounded by two knuckle points or 
fingertip. In conclusion, those are the reasons why exactly 25 characteristic points 
have been chosen in database. 

However, not all points can be detected. Some of them cannot be seen in particular 
hand orientation, other are limited by algorithm capabilities. Most of the presented 
algorithms are able to detect only the wrist points and finger tips. 

4.1 Method 1. Analyze of Contour Points Distance from Wrist Point 

The method was inspired by Nobuhiko Tanibata [3]. In this article author described 
the whole laboratory stand for Japanese Sign Language gesture recognition. The 
article contains the multiple solutions on whole body gesture detection. One of them 
is a method of counting raised fingers by analyzing the distance of contour points 
from wrist point. The method, however assumed that the user would wear a high 
sleeve, covering the hand, which gives easy palm segmentation. In order to have the 
method work in any conditions, a set of improvements needed to be added.  

In summary, this whole method consists of two curtail steps. First step, developed 
by the first author and described briefly in paper [1] provides the hand orientation and 
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wrist detection. Second step, inspired by Nobuhiko Tanibata [3], was expanded in 
order to detect finger tips. The algorithm of the whole method is presented below: 

1. Obtain mask and its contour; 
2. Find the longest diameter of contour; 
3. Calculate the image profile. Each column of the profile image is a sum of 

pixels perpendicular to longest diameter in a given point; 
4. Find the local minimum of profile and obtain the wrist points in original 

image; 
5. Calculate the distance of each pixel of hand contour from wrist middle point; 
6. Analyze the extrema of distance function and  obtain the fingertip points. 

 
a)          b)                                                  c) 

Fig. 2. a) Hand profile along the longest diameter, b) Hand contour with selected wrist region 
and detected fingers with use of extrema localization on c) function of distance of contour 
points from wrist point 

4.2 Method 2. Distance Transform 

Method developed by Maciej Czupryna [2] is based on distance transform. New 
image is created with the same size as a source image, and each pixel from this new 
image has a value equal to distance to closest white pixel on source image.  

 

 
a)                      b)                                       c) 

Fig. 3. a) Source image, b) distance transform of source image, c) analyzed image 
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As it can be observed on Fig. 3, a white pixel representing a background on source 
image is also represented as value 0 (white pixel). The pixels from palm region are 
located far from background. In conclusion, the farther from background, the higher 
value of output image pixel. 

Basing on the distance transform image, one can easily obtain the palm region with 
center in the maximal value of distance transform, and radius equal to 1.3 times value 
of maximum. The fingers are detected as a constant line of non-rapidly changing local 
maxima of distance transform. The beginning of these lines are considered as a 
knuckle and the end as a fingertip. 

4.3 Method 3. Template Matching with Use of Cross Correlation 

In article [15] author describes a method of template matching. Observing that a 
fingertip is round ended, the algorithm is based on matching the template image 
presenting black circle into the source image with use of cross correlation.  
 

 
                a)                                                            b)                                         c) 

Fig. 4. a) Source image with annotated results (white – correctly detected points, grey – 
rejected points), b) Cross correlation of source image with c) template 

The finger tips should be located in the local maxima of cross correlation output 
image. However it is important to filter the false positives. First method is based on 
closeness of detected points. Each detected point restricts an area in which no other 
points can be detected. Second method is based on the observation that a fingertip is 
surrounded by huge amount of background. While detecting a new local maximum, 
the test is performed if for a black pixel located on a border of template (about 20 
pixels in radius from detected point) there exists a white pixel on an opposite side of 
template border. This rule can be observed on Figure5, where gray points are these 
which did not applied to the following rule. 

4.4 Method 4. Analyze of Contour Points Distance from Wrist Point 

The rather complicated method of characteristic points detection was presented in [4] 
where the authors applied the Self Organizing and Self Growing Neural Gas  
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Fig. 7. Distribution of error of characteristic points detection for all presented methods. The 
values above 100% represents the rest of points with too high error. 

6 Discussion of Results and Critical View 

In conclusion to chapters 3 and 4, the following remarks have been done. 
First method of finger detection with use of distance between contour points and 

wrist point brings the highest amount of points detection. However, there are images, 
where the algorithm identify the hand orientation in opposite way, leads to detection in 
region of elbow. These points are located in last column, with error values above 40. 

Second method based on distance transform did not well in images with joined 
fingers. Bringing the small amount of characteristic points with the lowest accuracy, 
this method is considered as fast bus inaccurate. 

Third method with template matching used to match a finger in sharp mask edges, 
as it can be shown on example on Fig. 4 where a template is matched on shoulder. 
This caused the error to be similar to method 1, however with much less characteristic 
points detected. 

Fourth method, that used SGONG, brings the best characteristic points matching, 
with nearly flat line, while expanding of distribution function. However this method 
has many limitations with proper hand orientation, causing for example horizontally 
oriented hand not to be considered in tests. This brings the smallest detection rate. 
Moreover this algorithm is much slower in comparison to other. 

In further work the first algorithm would be used and improved as it brings the 
most information and detects the highest amount of characteristic points. The 
improvement should deal with proper hand orientation leading to less false points 
detection. Moreover an reasoning algorithm would be developed, able to classify the 
viewed gesture into the proper gesture type. 
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